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Cell Structure 2.1.1

Teacher resource 1 Microscopy Activities Checklist  
 for Teachers

Practical resources for teaching the use of the light microscope and for giving opportunities to practise drawing 
and labelling skills in section 2.1.1 could include the following:

• Prepared stained slides of protoctists (Amoeba, Paramecium, Volvox)

• Prepared blood smear slide (red and white blood cells)

• Prepared plant slides such as transverse sections of dicotyledonous stem, root and leaf

• Making temporary wet mounts of single moss, Elodea or maidenhair fern leaflets (Adiantum veneris-capillis) as 
the edges of these structures are one cell thick allowing cell walls and chloroplasts to be seen

• Making onion bulb epidermal peels

• Making squashes of small pieces of banana fruit to include lengths of xylem visible in the ‘strings’ of the peeled 
banana

• Making human cheek cell smears stained with methylene blue

• Opportunities to experiment with staining these and other specimens with methylene blue (to show acidic 
areas such as the nucleus), iodine (to show starch grains) and borax carmine

• Pondwater or a hay infusion to see movement and structure of live protoctists

• Stage micrometers, clear plastic rulers and eyepiece graticules to be used in conjunction with prepared slides

• Lily pollen mounted in sucrose solution (to show growth of pollen tubes).

Learning objectives (a) to (e) can be taught through using successive practical sessions to move through the 
following skills and levels of difficulty:

• The rules of setting up and using the microscope (eg always start on low power and obtain a clear white field 
of view before putting the slide on the stage. Focus on the edge of the cover slip first. Adjust the focus as little 
as possible when moving up from one objective lens to another).

• How a drawing is marked (see Learner Resource 5 Drawing Skills).

• See large individual cells (eg prepared stained protoctists like Amoeba or Paramecium).

• See smaller individual cells (eg blood smear, cheek cell smear), focusing on the edge of the cover slip on low 
power and then moving to medium power.

• See identical joined cells (moss, Elodea or maidenhair fern leaf ) explaining how the middle lamella is inferred 
and two cell walls are shown in a drawing of adjacent plant cells.

• See more complex slides showing different tissues (plant organ sections) and explain the idea of a low power 
tissue plan.

• Measure structures under the microscope by calibrating the eyepiece graticule with a stage micrometer. 
It helps if students measure the line visible to the naked eye on the stage micrometer first with a ruler, so 
they know how long it is ‘in the real world’. Alternatively they can try to calibrate the eyepiece graticule with 
the marks on a clear plastic ruler to be able to relate real-life measurements to the virtual world under the 
microscope lens.

• Measure several cells (eg Paramecium) and calculate a mean (maths skill M1.2).
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